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1.0 OBJECTIVE 
The objective of the Paseo de las Iglesias project is to implement restore riparian habitat 
in the vicinity of eastern Pima County.  The purpose of this appendix is to present 
feasibility study results of the civil design effort.  Design data and calculations were 
developed sufficient to determine the technical and economic feasibility of each 
alternative and in the event the project is authorized, to provide a base design leading to 
the development of the construction plans and specifications. 
 
2.0 STUDY AREA 
The Paseo de las Iglesias project is located in eastern Pima County, Arizona.  The study 
area extends along the Santa Cruz River between Congress Street downstream to Los 
Reales Road upstream for a total length of approximately 7.5 miles. 
 
3.0 PROJECT DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
 
3.1 Typical Project Design Features 

A. Tributary Water Harvesting Basins 

Tributary water harvesting basins will be constructed along the main channel of the Santa 
Cruz in areas that are typically protected from high energy discharges.  The best location 
for the construction of a basin is at the confluence of the main channel and a tributary 
wash where fluvial deposition has been prevalent.  The basin should be located on a 
raised bar or terrace and should be rectilinear in shape with a length to width ratio greater 
than 1.5.  The long axis of the basin will be roughly aligned with the wash channel 
centerline.  With this type of layout configuration, surface water from the tributary wash 
can be diverted into the basin and captured.  

The basins will consist of an excavated depressional area that is back-filled with high 
porous media (gravel and sand) to promote infiltration into the near subsurface.   The 
basin will provide detention storage for channel flow through infiltration and will 
minimize surface evaporation while providing subsurface moisture for rooted vegetation.  
The porous media will be sorted and graded by size through the depth of the basin to 
provide a matrix for root mass development from the establishment of vegetation on the 
surface.   

Construction techniques include excavation of existing grades to a depth of 
approximately 48-inches below grade. To protect against possible washout during storm 
events, the side slopes of the basin will be shallow and no steeper than a five percent 
grade.  Excavated material will be inspected and useable material stockpiled on-site for 
backfill. It is anticipated that approximately 25 percent of the cut material will be suitable 
for backfill. The remaining 75 percent will be loaded and hauled to the southern project 
area disposal site.   

Upon certification that the subgrade surface is free of debris and protuberances, the 
excavated surface will be compacted to 90 percent Proctor.  Clean sand, part of which 
can be reclaimed from existing cut material, will be back-filled into the basin directly 
overtop the compacted earth floor.  The sand layer will be approximately 12-inches in 
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depth and tapered to 4-inches in depth around the basin perimeter.  The second layer to 
be filled will consist of 12-inches of No. 57 bluestone, or approved equivalent, and will 
serve to allow quick infiltration and provide a matrix for root mass development.  Over 
top of the bluestone, the third layer of back-fill will consist of 12-inches of No. 2 gravel, 
or approved equivalent, which will promote quick infiltration and provide a filter layer to 
trap organic material.  The top most layer will consist of 12-inches of native topsoil and 
loam mix, part of which can be reclaimed from existing cut material, which will serve as 
the high-organic layer to promote vegetative success.   

The proposed surface of the water harvesting basin will be fine graded to direct channel 
discharges toward the basin interior.  A planting mix of cottonwood willow and mesquite 
will consist of the dominant woody vegetation.  Figure 5 illustrating the Airport Wash 
Diversion Basin (discussed later in this appendix) also provides an illustration for the 
tributary water harvesting basins with the exception that the downstream excavated 
trench slope grade for the tributary basin would not to exceed 5%.   

B. Grade Control Structure Water Harvesting Basins 

In order to limit deep infiltration losses of flow in the main channel, certain areas will be 
designated for construction of water harvesting basins, similar in design to the Tributary 
Water Harvesting Basins described above.  Grade Control Water Harvesting Basins will 
be constructed immediately upstream of five existing grade control structures along the 
main channel of the Santa Cruz River.  Each basin will be approximately 1-acre in area 
and will be rectilinear in shape, with a length to width ratio greater than 1.5.  The long 
axis of the basin will be roughly aligned with the main channel centerline.       

The basins will consist of an excavated depressional area that is back-filled with high 
porous media (gravel and sand) to promote infiltration into the near subsurface.   The 
basin will provide detention storage for channel flow through infiltration and will 
minimize surface evaporation while providing subsurface moisture for rooted vegetation.  
The porous media will be sorted and graded by size through the depth of the basin to 
provide a matrix for root mass development from the establishment of herbaceous 
vegetation on the surface.   

Grade Control Water Harvesting Basins will be designed and constructed identical to 
Tributary Water Harvesting Basins and will only differ in the type of vegetation that will 
be permitted to grow.  Whereas woody vegetation, like cottonwood willow and mesquite, 
will be planted on the Tributary Water Harvesting Basins, only herbaceous non-woody 
vegetation will be permitted to flourish on the Grade Control Water Harvesting Basins.  
Emergent type grasses and reeds that display low hydraulic friction coefficients will be 
planted.  Operation and maintenance practices will be instituted to remove any 
undesirable woody vegetation that would potentially cause increased hydraulic friction 
across the invert of the main channel.  

C. Bank Stabilization through Excavation 

Stream banks along the Santa Cruz River are highly unstable and nearly vertical cliffs 
composed of weakly cemented sands which are greatly susceptible to instability from 
wind and water erosion.  These cliffs, which are devoid of vegetation, are unprotected 
from erosion from shear stresses during flood events, high winds and desiccation.  Some 
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of these unstable over-steep banks can be cut back through excavation to gentler slopes 
and then re-vegetated for ecosystem improvements.   

Two variations of bank excavation were investigated to stabilize the unstable slopes.  
Each variation is a function of the amount of land available in the historic floodplain that 
is adjacent to the river bank under consideration for excavation.  Where available land is 
not a constraint, banks are graded to a five-on-one horizontal to vertical (5:1 H:V) slope 
and then stabilized through vegetation.  In areas where insufficient space exists to 
accommodate 5:1 slopes, placement of soil cement will be necessary for bank protection.   

Excavation of the unstable slopes will be completed only above the 2-year flood water 
surface elevation and will continue upslope at a uniform 5:1 grade.  Channel features that 
exist below the 2-year flood water surface elevation will be protected during excavation 
and returned to their pre-construction conditions before the project is completed.  Cut 
material from the excavation will be loaded and hauled to the disposal area located at the 
abandoned sand and gravel quarry site at the southern end of the project area.  Excavated 
material will not be side cast on-site.  The potential for increases in erosion will be 
minimized by limiting the area of exposed soils during construction, completing earth-
disturbing activities during the dry season, rapid revegetation of exposed soil areas and 
implementation of an erosion and sedimentation control plan that identifies best 
management practices (BMPs) appropriate for the Study Area.   

All excavated slopes will be stabilized with vegetation and irrigated to promote quick 
growth.  Irrigation practices on the excavated slopes will be comprised of leach field 
piping and pressure flow directed to the site from irrigation main lines located along the 
historic floodplain.  Detailed analysis of the resulting stability of the regraded slopes will be 
performed as part of the final design phase and the recommendations of that analysis will be 
incorporated into the project construction plans and specifications.. 

D. Bank Stabilization with Soil Cement 

In areas where insufficient space exists in the Historic Floodplain to accommodate 5H:1V 
excavated slopes, the placement of soil cement will be necessary for bank protection.  
Soil cement has been used extensively along the Santa Cruz River and in many other 
areas within Pima County and southern Arizona.  Proven construction techniques have 
been established and adopted by various permitting authorities at the local and state level. 
Notwithstanding the industry accepted construction methods, the following paragraph 
describes soil cement application assumption used for concept design development. 

At five locations along the Santa Cruz River, there are areas that exhibit moderate to 
severe bank instability in close proximity to the project boundaries.  In these areas, real 
estate within the historic floodplain is limited in width and prohibits large excavation 
measures required for bank stability projects.  With the application of soil cement, a 
narrow project footprint is all that is needed for successful stabilization of the eroding 
river banks.  The total length of soil cement required is approximately 4,700 linear feet 
with a length-weighted average above grade vertical height of 19 feet.   

Soil cement application will be required in five locations and will be based on several 
assumptions.  The finished slope of a soil cement project will be on a 1H:1V grade.  At 
least 10 feet of subsurface soil cement will be constructed to support the entire structure 
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and to provide toe protection in the event of erosion.  Combining the subsurface vertical 
depth of 10 feet with the average above grade vertical height of 19 feet, the total vertical 
application of soil cement will average at an approximate height of 30 feet.  The top 
elevation of each soil cement section will terminate at the approximate elevation of the 
adjacent historic floodplain.  The thickness of the soil cement will be approximately 8 
feet which will be comprised of individual 8-inch thick lifts.    

E. Irrigation System Design for Furrow Irrigation 

Furrow irrigation will be established in the designated planting areas of the Historic 
Floodplain and will consist of cut furrows to receive surface flow for flood irrigation.  
This system will include all necessary piping and will be considered as permanent 
irrigation for the life of the project.  

The design and construction of a permanent irrigation system requires the presence of a 
pressure water main that is brought to the project area and can sustain the water demands 
set by the irrigation requirements.  At the location of the water main, header group piping 
will be installed along the Santa Cruz River channel that will convey the water toward 
specific locations within the project that will require irrigation.  With the establishment of 
header groups, piping schemes and water distribution regimes will be facilitated and 
controlled on a systematic basis.   

Gated supply piping will be installed in cut trenches and will provide flood irrigation 
water to each furrow by way of small diameter flexible tubing.  Pressure regulation will 
be needed along supply piping to prevent scour and soil erosion that may result by 
irrigation applied at high pressures.  At each small diameter tubing, water will be 
introduced into the furrow and allowed to gravity flow down the furrow.  The rate of 
irrigation, amount to be applied to each furrow, and the duration will be adjusted at each 
planting area based on trial and error as it is assumed that the areas to receive furrow 
irrigation are heterogeneous in soil composition and topography. 

Proper design of furrow irrigation requires detailed knowledge of the near surface 
geology and soil conditions to allow for efficient irrigation and to minimize losses due to 
infiltration and evapotranspiration.  Sub-desert region irrigation practices prevalent in 
central and southern Arizona, where soil conditions consist of sand and loam, are 
successful when the furrow lengths are limited to a maximum distance of approximately 
600 linear feet. At this furrow length, when considering soil conditions, the soil moisture 
depletion in the effective root zone is minimized, which allows for greater plant uptake.  

The biggest requirement for successful furrow irrigation is that the field must have a 
positive and continuous furrow grade, which requires precision land grading.  Precision 
grading results in positive field drainage that greatly enhances vegetative production. The 
furrow grade should be a minimum of 0.1 percent and no more than 0.5 percent with 
furrow grades between 0.15 and 0.3 percent as the most desirable.  Furrow spacing to 
support the proposed mesquite and shrub planting should be eight (8) feet center-to-
center.  Each furrow will be triangular in cross section with an average depth of eight (8) 
inches and 3H:1V slide slopes.   

After each planting area is graded for flood irrigation drainage, furrows will be excavated 
with the cut material side cast in the area between adjacent furrows.  Prior to planting, the 
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invert of each furrow will be compacted with a wheeled vehicle for one pass to create a 
flow channel along the furrow that will promote longitudinal distribution of flood 
irrigation to the hydraulically most remote point of the furrow.  Plants will be installed 
along the shoulder of each side of each furrow, so that each plant is positioned close to 
irrigation sources.  At initial plant installation, weeds will be removed from the furrow 
invert to insure each furrow receives adequate irrigation along its entire length.  Weed 
control will continue within the furrows until such time that installed plants have 
established mature roots and will be able to compete for water sources.   A typical furrow 
irrigation cross section is shown in Figure 1. 

F. Irrigation System Design for Leach Field Pipes 

Leach field irrigation will be installed on all excavated and natural slopes and second 
bench areas designated for ecosystem planting.  Leach field irrigation will consist of 
buried pipes that will provide water to the roots of installed plants, and will rely on 
header pipes providing flow from water main pipes.  Water distribution will commence 
through pressure flow from header group pipes with water pressures dropping to provide 
just enough flow through leach field pipe at the base of installed plant root masses.  The 
leach field pipes, by definition, will be fitted with orifice openings to allow water to seep 
into the surrounding soil formation.  With this type of irrigation, water is provided 
directly to the roots of the installed plants without potential looses due to surface 
evaporation or deep infiltration. 

All piping from the header pipes to the leach field pipes will be installed in the 
subsurface.  Trenches will be excavated and backfilled with the same material; excess cut 
material will be hauled off-site to the disposal area located at the southern end of the 
project area.  Header pipes will be installed on gravel beds and protected within reason 
from rotational, tensile, or compressive forces.  Leach field pipes, used on excavated and 
natural slopes, will be installed in trenches and overtop medium permeability 
geosynthetic fabric.  The geosynthetic fabric will be used to provide a semi-permeable 
layer directly underneath the leach pipes to minimize deep infiltration and will induce a 
downslope flow regime of the irrigation water.  The fabric will have an allowable 
permeability not to exceed 10-4 cm/sec.  Geosynthetic fabric will not be used when 
installing leach field pipe on the second bench areas, which have very shallow surface 
grades. 

Leach field piping will be installed parallel to topographic contours and will be limited to 
a length not to exceed 2,000 linear feet.  It has been assumed that this limit in length will 
help to minimize operation and maintenance requirements by limiting the number of 
fittings required for each pipe run and to minimize head losses.  Leach field pipe will be 
installed in trenches with a 10-foot center-to-center separation.  Each pipe run will be 
installed no greater than 12-inches below grade, with the crown of the pipe located 
approximately 4-inches below grade.  Leach field pipes will be wrapped in filter fabric to 
limit clogging to the orifice openings.  

Plants will be installed between the leach field pipes and will be offset from the center 
line of the pipes by a minimum distance of 18-inches on the upslope side and 24-inches 
on the down slope side.  Minimum separation distances will be applied to irrigation 
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practices on the excavated and natural slopes to prevent roots from clogging the leach 
field pipes.  A typical irrigation leach field cross section is shown in Figure 2. 

G. Sprinkler Irrigation System Design  

The design and construction of a permanent sprinkler irrigation system requires the 
presence of a pressure water main that is brought to the project area and can sustain the 
water demands set by the irrigation requirements.  At the location of the water main, 
distribution piping will be installed along the Santa Cruz River channel that will convey 
the water toward specific locations within the project that will require irrigation.  With 
the establishment of distribution groups, piping schemes and water distribution regimes 
will be facilitated and controlled on a systematic basis.  This system will include all 
necessary piping and sprinkler heads and will be considered as permanent irrigation for 
the life of the project. 

Sprinkler irrigation will be applied to the first bench areas within the Santa Cruz River 
valley.  First bench areas are distinguished by fluvial geomorphological features that 
include areas raised above the main channel invert that display sedimentation buildup 
through natural processes.  The first bench is typically located above the 2-year water 
surface elevation and supports a variety of low lying vegetation that can withstand 
moderate hydrodynamic forces resulting from infrequent inundation.   

Sprinkler irrigation in these areas is best suited due to the remote delivery of irrigation 
water and the less intrusive construction requirements.  All associated piping that delivers 
water to the individual sprinkler heads will be installed in subsurface at the toe of the 
second bench.  Excavation and placement of all piping will occur at an elevation above 
the 25-year water surface elevation.  Trenches will be excavated and backfilled with the 
same material; excess cut material side cast and compacted on-site.  Distribution pipes 
will be installed on gravel beds and protected within reason from rotational, tensile, or 
compressive forces.  In narrower reaches of the Santa Cruz River where the banks have 
been stabilized with soil cement the sprinkler heads will be mounted on the soil cement 
banks   

Sprinkler heads will be designed to provide for long reach distribution with an arc radius 
of approximately 150 feet.  Distribution pipe sizing and pressure requirements will be 
adjusted with commercially available sprinkler heads to attain the 150-foot distribution 
pattern.  Sprinkler heads will be installed at an interval distance to provide for 25 feet of 
distribution overlap from each adjacent head. Thrust blocks will be installed at each 
elbow or bend in the piping to maintain system integrity and prevent damage or erosion 
to surrounding areas.  

3.2 Specific Project Design Features 
A. Let Down Structures for Gully Stabilization 

At five locations along the Santa Cruz River valley there are moderate to severely eroded 
gullies that have formed from stormwater runoff spilling over the valley cliffs in an 
uncontrolled manner.  All five gullies are located between Irvington Road and Valencia 
Road, four of which are located on the right descending bank, one of which is located on 
the left descending bank.  These gullies are formed through the discharge of small 
catchment areas that have been isolated from larger catchments due to constructed 
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municipal features including roads and bridges.  The catchment areas are located within 
the historic floodplain in areas typically characterized as devoid of vegetation.  The 
formation of the gullies are currently unchecked by any stabilization efforts and will 
continue to erode if appropriate measures are not taken. 

The construction of let down structures will allow for stormwater discharge from the 
historic floodplain to the Santa Cruz River in a non-erosive manner.  Let down structures 
will comprise Pipe Slope Drains for the non-erosive conveyance of stormwater through 
the gully features.  Each site will then be backfilled to bury the conveyance piping and 
return the river valley walls to natural looking conditions.  Fill material will be obtained 
from other project areas where cut material is in surplus.  The conveyance piping will 
consist of bituminous coated corrugated metal piping typically used for road culverts. All 
piping will be supported on a gravel base and protected from excessive overburden 
forces.  

The initial construction of the Let Down Structures will consist of the removal of debris 
and woody vegetation within the limits of the gully.  The gully invert will then be graded 
to receive conveyance piping.  A gravel base will be installed along the piping alignment 
to support the piping.  After the piping is installed and secured to the gully slopes, fill 
material will be dumped and compacted to bury the piping and return the river valley 
wall to its original condition.  Pipe end fitting will be installed with protective wingwalls 
and trash racks to allow for non-erosive discharge and prevent clogging of the 
conveyance piping.  At the discharge end of the piping, an energy dissipation structure 
will also be installed.  Figure 3 illustrates the Let Down Structure 

B. Water Diversion Channel 

A water diversion channel will be constructed along the left descending bank of the 
Airport Wash to capture surface runoff for diversion to a small basin.  At the upstream 
end of the existing drop structure along the wash channel, a level spreading device will be 
constructed to divert a portion of the surface flow into a trapezoidal diversion channel.  
The channel will extend approximately 1,000 linear feet and will deliver surface water to 
a newly planted area for ecosystem restoration.  The cut material from the excavation of 
the diversion channel will be mounded to construct a horse-shoe shaped low-head 
embankment on the downstream side of the area.  The embankment will prevent the 
surface water from flowing back into the tributary channel which will therefore provide 
irrigation for the ecosystem restoration planting.  Design calculations are presented in 
Tables 1 and 2.  Figure 4 illustrates the water diversion channel and Figure 5 illustrates 
the basin design. 
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3.3 Planting Activities 
 
Prior to planting, site preparation would include rough grading and scarifying of subsoil 
to receive topsoil, mulching/crimping/tilling of topsoil, and  placement of rocks and 
coarse woody debris.  Hydro-seeding would be used to spread a mix of native seed, 
mulch and fertilizer over all areas. 

Plantings of mesquite and riparian shrubs will be interspersed throughout the project area.  
In the terraces and on the vegetated banks riparian shrub will be the dominant cover type 
while mesquite will dominate in the historic floodplain.  Areas of cottonwood-willow 
will be planted at the tributary basins and emergent marsh will be created at the grade 
control basins. 

Plantings will include mesquite planted with a high density using larger specimens of 
mesquite, blue palo verde, netleaf hackberry, wolfberry, graythorn, catclaw acacia, 
fourwing saltbush, and sacaton.  Fremont cottonwood, Gooding's Willow, and velvet ash 
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will be added to the plantings at the tributary water harvesting basins.  Native herbaceous 
grasses will be planted in the water harvesting basins upstream of existing grade-control 
structures.  
 
3.4 Recreational Features 
 
The County has indicated they would like to include recreation features within the 
proposed project.  Within the proposed recreation areas, improvements to the project may 
consist of a multipurpose trail system that incorporates the potential for educational 
benefits associated with habitat restoration, and the inclusion of benches and ramadas, 
and native plant material.  Incidental to the primary project objective of the proposed 
project (environmental restoration) is the creation of passive recreational opportunities 
associated with the restored habitat areas, including the use of maintenance roads as trails 
for walking and biking, and areas for observing wildlife and learning about the natural 
history of the river.  Also, interpretive signage should also be included as part of the 
project for public use and involvement to better understand the habitats and natural 
history associated with the river channel. Recreational features considered are as follows: 
 

a. Install three new Comfort Stations on the west bank. The restroom building is 
erected on a concrete slab and constructed of interlocking 8”Wx16”Lx8”H 
split concrete blocks. The building has 3 doors, 4 Lexan windows, and 4 steel 
roof panels. A typical comfort station is shown in Figure 6.   

b. Multipurpose trails with paved trail, unpaved trail, and decomposed granite 
(DG) trail are used in both north and south banks. A typical cross section of 
each trail is shown in Figure 7. 

c.  Install 16 new parking spaces at each of five locations.  On the east bank near 
Valencia Road and midway between Silverlake Road and Ajo Way.  On the 
west bank south of Valencia Road, approximately midway between Valencia 
road and Drexel Road, and approximately midway between Ajo Way and 
Irvington Road. 

 
3.4 Project Maps 
 
Figures 8 through 31 provide mapping of the project area with the locations of all project 
features identified. 
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